ACTIVATE
YOUR MINDSET

RESOURCES

TIPS FROM THE TRAINING SESSION
To help your athletes manage their thinking, practice this yourself. How good are you at
noticing and naming your thoughts?
Mindset is a choice. Help your athletes start thinking about their ideal mindset and get to
work with helping them bring it to life every day.
Remember that acceptance from peers is important for all young people. Think about
the timing of your interactions and how peers can use each other to support mindset
development.
Get used to using a language of helpful vs un-helpful. This is a great way to help

young

people thinking about whether their current thinking is ‘workable’ long term, and helping
them to achieve their goals.
Practice the hands as thoughts exercise with your athletes. It’s a great way to
introduce them to the idea of creating a space between them and their thoughts.

3 STEPS TO DIFFUSE 

FROM OUR THOUGHTS
1.

NOTICE
We are unable to diffuse from anything if we first don’t ‘notice’ our thinking. How aware are
you as to what your mind is saying?

2. NAME

The most important part of this strategy is to observe our thoughts non-judgmentally. Try
giving your thought a name…”here is that story again…” or “Thanks for that thought mind.”

3. NEUTRALIZE

Anxiety only lives when we focus on the future or the past...which is very often the essence of
what our thinking is hooking us onto. We can neutralize this by giving our thoughts a name but
then bring our attention to the here and now...”What are you doing right now?”

The Notice Name Neutralise work is adapted from the work of Russ Harris (2010)

See…Harris, R (2010). The confidence gap: from fear to freedom. Penguin

MINDSET REMINDER CARD

WHAT MINDSET DO

YOU WANT TODAY?

IF IT’S WORKING,

WHAT WILL WE SEE?

GROWTH VS. FIXED MINDSET

The work of renewed psychology Carol Dweck has taught us that mindset is changeable,
and that mindset is a choice. This potential competitive advantage has the ability to
unlock performance to levels never seen before. 

As coaches, it is important that you are able to notice what mindset your athelete is in.
Where are you able to help them, or nudge them in a direction that will help performance?

Dweck talks about fixed vs growth as one framework that may be able to help. Here are a
few ways to notice what mindset your athlete is in…

FIXED
They may be looking to
avoid the challeng
The will likely give up easily
when it gets har
They may ignore
developmental feedbac
They are threatened by the
development of others

GROWTH
Keep going through
setbacks... they will persist
See effort as part of the
journey to master
Enjoy and learn from others
doing well
Seek feedback...Which
leads to behavior change
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